Deva 031 Touchscreen Joystick
Datasheet

Flexible Control
Deva 031 Touchscreen Joystick
The colour touch screen joystick gives you complete
control of the Aberlink 3D inspection software and the 3axis machine motion from the easy to operate handheld
device.
When you need to stand over the part or around the back
of the machine, to position the probe or clearly see probe
measurements, the touch screen joystick is invaluable
when creating and running inspection programmes - You
have complete control at your finger tips.
The Aberlink 3D inspection software is clearly displayed
through the unique joystick graphical user interface and
high resolution touch sensitive screen.
The colour touch screen joystick enables complete
control of the X, Y and Z-axis machine movement, probe
head indexing and machine status.

Key features
3-Axis hall effect joystick

Remote operation of windows PC

Left and right handed operation

Hardwired emergency stop button

Two function buttons

Built in speaker for audio feedback

Speedwheel for federate control

Probe head index control

High-res colour touch screen

Modular 3M CAT5 cable which is
easily extendable

Easy to use graphic interface

Reflective plate silhouette

Technical Data
Main Screen Functions

| The drive enable icons indicates the status of the
axis drives. It can be touched to toggle the
drives off and on.

| The individual axis enable icons indicate the
status of the axes and may be touched to toggle
individual axis off and on

| The joystick enable icon indicates the state of
the Joystick and may be touched to toggle the
joystick off and on

| The orientation icon shows the layout of the
machine XY axes. Touching the icon cycles
through the four possible orientations which
depend on where the operator is standing.

| The probe enable icon indicates the status of the

Probe Head Control Screen
The Deva 031 probe head control screen allows
control of an indexing probe head via either the
joystick or buttons on the touch screen.
Specification
Screen Resolution
Joystick
Sound Levels
Cable
Size
Weight
Emergency Stop

320 x 240, 8-bit colour
3 axis hall effect
4
3M CAT5 (Modular)
210mm x 80mm x 40mm
250g
Category 2

touch probe and may be pressed to toggle the
probe off and on

| The three axis positions are displayed Axis lock
is indicated by the present of a lock icon by the
axis letter. Touching one off the axis letters will
toggle the axis lock function off and on

| The position of the speedwheel is indicated by a
horizontal bar graph

| Touching the config button calls up the
configuration screen

| Touching the PHC button calls up the Probe
Head Control screen

| Touching the PC button calls up the Windows PC
control screen
Configuration Screen
The Deva 031 configuration screen allows access
to configuration preferences.

| It is possible to select Left or Right-handed
operation

| The audio keyclick can be enabled or disabled
| The audio volume can be adjusted to one of
four levels including off

Windows PC control screen
The Windows PC control screen allows a user to
navigate and press buttons on the PC screen.
During this operation the PC screen is displayed
on the colour touch screen. It is possible to
navigate with the joystick XY and zoom in and out
with the Joystick Z control. The two push buttons
act as left and right mouse buttons.

Contact your local distributor for
pricing, details and product
demonstrations.
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